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brother, came likewise to the happy forest of 
Arden, where there 1vas "No enemy but winter 
and rough weather.'' · · ~ · 

Unrecognized in her disguise by either her 
father or her lover, Rosalind -played many a 
merry caper with both before ·revealing who she 
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ASH I 
coarse fibres which cannot be woven, but which . . . 
are worked into fireproof paper and materials for 

· insulating hot pipes and the wires of electrically 
heated devices. 
( The ancient Greeks knew the peculiar qualities 
of this strange mineral and gave it the name 

HOW TO RECOGNIZE THE TALL AND SLENDER ASH 
asbestos, which ·means 

. . . " unburnable." Char
lemagne is said to 
have had a tablecloth 
of asbestos which was 
cleansed by being 
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~ thrown into the fire. 
: The most important of 

the minerals known as . 
· asbestos is ch1-ysolite, most 

of which is mined in the 
. Thetford district in the 
\ · ~ province of Quebec, Can-

ada. Other varieties are 
actinolite and anthophyl
li te. Australia, South 
Africa, Italy, Corsica, ·the 
United States, and Tyrol 
are important sources of 
production. 

ASH. For the manu
facture of carriage 
shafts, ladders, han
dles of agricultural 
tools and other arti
cles in which light
ness, pliability, and 
toughness are ·essen-

• • ... •. • ... •• • ... __ •• • ... ~ • • q.. .. •• J tial, the ash tree has 
This picture shows the chief identifying marks of the beautiful ash tree the leaves, the few rivals . . Its tough, 

little flowers that appear in early spring, and th~ tre.e in full foliage. _ .. hard white wood has 

was. Her pretty wit, the clownish humour of been found very valuable also for making car
the faithful fool Touchstone, the acid wisdom of riage wheels. The lumber from the gnarled 
the melancholy courtier Jacques, and the Duke's specimens is often beautifully grained and is 
calm philosophy in misfortune, make As You :used· for. cabinet work and veneer. The bark 
Like It still a favourite play of the stage. The is used to some extent in tanning. - · 
Duke, for instance, describes the charm of life _ The tr~e is ~ tall and slender, ofte:r;1 rea~hing 
"under the greenvyood tree," in these famous a height of 120 to 150 feet. ·The trunk is bare 
lines: of limbs to a considerable height. In the early 

And this our life, exempt from public haunt, spring small naked flowers appear on the slender 
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running· brooks, branches; the broad leaves opening much later 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything. .. . 

ASBESTOS. This remarkable. :mineraL. owes than those of other common trees, and ·withering 
its value to the fact that it contains fibres which early in the autumn. . . 
can be separated and woven into a soft white There are several species of this tree, thriving 
fabric indestructible by · fire; acid, .J. or time. in many_ countries. Though a rapid grower and 
Several varieties of mineral crystals, sold under ·beautiful and graceful as a shade t:r.ee, the ash js 
the name of . asbesto~, · produce 'the ' perfectly not muc~ ~used for ornamental purposes. · This 
smooth delicate fibres used for this :purpose: :is partly on account of the many roots which lie 
In manufacturing asbestos goods, the fibres are near the surface, exhausting the soil and killing 
separated~ from the non-crystallized rock 'by a the.&,ass and shrubbery. The so-called" moun
crushing machine ·and are then combed, carded, tain ash " or rowan tree, whose berries of orange 
and spun in much the same way as wool.· From red· are so conspicuous in autumn, is not ·a true 
these threads are.~woven fireproof curtains for ash . . (See Mountain Ash.) -
t.heatres, - indestructible carpets that . grow · Scientific name of common ash, Fraxinus excelsior. 
toughe.r with age, and cloth for upholstering and Flowers . insignificant, appearing before . the leaves; 

leaf compound, opposite, odd -pinnate ; seeds winged ; 
many other purposes. Poorer grades have stiff bark, pale grey ; twigs stout ; buds black. .. . .. . , .. 
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